Carpet Rides, Fantasy and Magical Wonders
with Disney Cruise Line
Who says that going crazy and having fun is only for kids? Disney Magic is here for one and all, with
spacious new vessels of the Disney Cruise line. Families and friends, office colleagues in groups, can
now experience a whole range of adventures like never before.

Bring Out the Child in You
The rat raced world has eaten us all, it is time for some fun and adventure now. And thanks to the super
heroes waiting for everyone at the magical theme parks, a break like this is a must for all. Now it is well
known what a great story teller Walt Disney was, and with modern engineering entwined neatly with
emotions, the act just gets better.
Enter one of the grandest atrium lobbies ever seen on a cruise liner. Dressed in splendor and elegantly
decorated, it looks as if the sea is here to party with everyone around. Movie enthusiasts too would love
the atrium, grandeur at its best with "establishing shot" sets to bask in. Bring in the memories of the days
gone by if needed, for the 20th century ocean liner hoots loud and clear for all to be on board. And while
being there, soak in the opulently furnished space that houses a majestic piano, don't forget to watch
those large portholes.

Pixar Gifts and More
The "Oceaneer Club" owned by Disney is a major attraction for the little ones up to the ages of twelve.
An area safe for kids to play and mingle, and especially magical when their superheroes or toys come
alive, fairies prance around and Mickey Mouse has a host of activities stored too.
For those who always wanted to be an avenger, this is a chance not to miss. There is more magic on
board and one can be a part of it too, with the Marvels Avengers Academy on board. Pixie Hollow is

right next door and fairy friends along with Tinker Bell are ready to play as well. Children can have fun
trying out costumes and engaging in craft activities. The cutest décor around surely would be the
mushroomed shaped stools, some of which look like acorns too.
Yes, it's the Mickey Mouse club, a place where the little ones can use their creative senses playing a
host of fun games and spacing themselves out on tables shaped as ears, yippee. Kids would learn how
to discover and explore too, and also fight pirates in the famous Oceaneer Lab.
This would be at the upper decks where more magic happens on the Disney cruise liner, let the family
and kids have a splaashhhhhhhhhhhh. Three floors of wetness and wild times, with Huey, Dewey and
Louie, now who wouldn't want to turn into a toddler, even if it is for a day.

Plenty of Magic

Pixar and Disney have never failed to satiate the child within us all, not when the colors are full, bright
and everywhere around. With all the cartoon characters romping along with every guest they meet,
Rapunzel shows off her long tresses at "Tangled" while Ratatouille comes aboard to thrill the little ones
too.
Don't just say goodbye yet, for the night has just begun onboard. After Hours is the fun being spoken off
here, and this is a zone strictly meant for adults. The experience is sophisticated and sleek without lines
being crossed, and the complementary offers on board for the same are marvelous too. Right from
Fathoms where special effects and amazing light shows are held till late night, to Keys piano bar, one
can relax and unwind with a cocktail in hand.
And after all that activity, the body needs a massage. For which pampering and relaxation is a must at
the Senses Spa and Salon on board. While enjoying the sea and all she offers, relax as your senses are
pampered, no questions asked. Get your hair done, teeth whitened or even a day out just being
pampered, even your teenage kids would love it at the Chill Spa meant especially for teens.
Check the D lounge that hosts fun activities for all age groups. Right from games to dances, shows to
family oriented activities, phew, life's wonderful on the Disney cruise.
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